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THE CHALLENGE: Catching Complications Early to Avoid 
Amputations

Amputations cost the U.S. medical system billions of dollars every year. With 
the right technology, the Adventist Health White Memorial (AHWM) team is 
saving the organization money while saving patient's limbs. Clinicians at the 
community hospital’s busy Center for Limb Preservation see on average 40 
to 60 patients a day. The goal: Catch complications early and avoid 
amputations. 

The good news is that when certain conditions are caught early, limbs can 
be saved. That’s where Fujifilm’s FDR D-EVO Suite II plays a critical role. The 
Limb Preservation team has a dedicated D-EVO Suite II on the premises. 
According to Charles Ananian, M.D., Staff Podiatrist, Center for Limb 
Preservation and Advanced Wound Care, Adventist Health White Memorial, 
the sophisticated, world-class technology is a key contributor to the rapid 
diagnosis and treatment of patients and better overall outcomes. 

“Normally what would happen is that we send them into radiology maybe 
tomorrow and see them maybe the next day and by then, the problem could 
have compounded and become worse,” said Dr. Ananian. But with the D-EVO 
Suite II onsite, “Now I see them at 4 o'clock, we send them right down the 
hall to get an X-ray here, I have the image in a few minutes, and I get to 
come up with a treatment plan for that patient in real time.” 

THE SOLUTION: Exceptional Image Quality Pays Off 

 Thanks to the excellent image quality that D-EVO Suite II delivers, Dr. 
Ananian says he has been able to catch more conditions earlier and greatly 
reduce amputations. 

The D-EVO Suite II allows him to distinguish soft tissues from muscular 
skeletal parts, see bone abnormalities that are just beginning, and view 
subtle changes in soft tissue that point to infection. This kind of image 
quality, says Ananian, is far superior to systems he has used just a couple of 
years ago and reduces errors by ensuring that he does not “miss something 
small.” 

“With D-EVO Suite II, I get a quality image that’s highly efficient that I can 
manipulate with the software and really get a positive diagnosis that I feel 
comfortable with,” said Dr. Ananian. “I can’t speak enough about the image 
quality and how that leads us to the proper diagnosis and proper care.” 

RESULTS & NEXT STEPS:  Features that Drive Work�ow 
and Patient Satisfaction  

Technologists at the Center for Limb Preservation and Advanced Wound Care 
say Fujifilm’s D-EVO Suite II makes their jobs a little easier and their patients 
a lot happier. 

“With D-EVO II, our images are sent faster to the PACS than with other 
systems I’ve used previously. It cuts the workflow by a quarter or a half,” said 
Carlos Restrepo, X-Ray Technologist Medical Assistant, Center for Limb 
Preservation and Advanced Wound Care, Adventist Health White Memorial. 

“We’re able to push through our day without making many mistakes or 
repeating images, and we’re able to keep patient satisfaction pretty high.” 

Patients are pleasantly surprised by how quickly the images get read by 
physicians—oftentimes, almost immediately. What’s more, D-EVO detectors 
are reputed for delivering a reduced radiation dose. In addition, the system 
allows techs to pre-set images and protocols before patients arrive. That, in 
turn, speeds up workflow and helps reduce errors. 

D-EVO Suite II helps technologists avoid common errors like forgetting to 
center tubes. “It catches those mistakes for us and doesn’t allow us to image 
the patient, and therefore we’re not double dosing a patient with radiation,” 
said Restrepo. “We’re able to quickly correct our mistakes and shoot those 
images properly the first time.”  

D-EVO Suite II is designed to put the technologist in full control of the system 
while staying close to the patient on the table or at the chest stand. The 
lightweight, ceiling mounted X-ray tube allows lighter and smoother 
positioning. A convenient touchscreen for system adjustments is right at the 
technologist’s fingertips—so there is no need to leave the patient. 

Finally, many patients at the Center for Limb Preservation and Advanced 
Wound Care are wheelchair-bound. The D-EVO Suite’s II movable table 
makes for an easier, more efficient exam. “The table is comfortable and it 
moves to their level. I’m able to get wheelchair patients in here as fast as the 
patient can move and get those images done in roughly five to ten minutes,” 
said Restrepo.

“Fujifilm’s D-EVO Suite II technology has really changed the way we can 
impact people’s lives thanks to the image quality, the efficiency and the 
workflow benefits,” said Dr. Ananian. “It has really sped up treatment and 
improved patients’ quality of life and outcomes by preventing amputations.” 
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